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Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
 

Famous for the iconic stand mixer, KitchenAid needed to create 
awareness for the rest of its total “fridge to frying pan” portfolio and 
imbue the whole brand with more meaning.  
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With a deep understanding of different passions for cooking - gleaned 
from various innovative qual and quant research techniques - we’re now 
building associations for the brand around the emotional rewards of 
making, rather than merely the task of mixing.  
 
“Eat-nographies” and interviews, diving into the maker mindset, revealed 
an illuminating human truth: For those who love to cook, food feeds their 
body, but making feeds their soul.  
 
Guided by this insight, data analysis and other real-world observations, 
the Made for Makers strategy was born - and from it came an integrated 
campaign, with personalized content, celebrating the varied “marks of a 
maker.”  
 
We’re positioning the brand as the choice of those who need to cook. And 
although still only in year one, the campaign is boosting awareness 
(average 24% across portfolio) and consideration (average 13% across 
portfolio), and driving share increases of 13.1% for large appliances. 
Internally, it’s unifying previously disconnected teams and proving to be a 
powerful rallying cry for the global organization. 

 
CONSUMER INSIGHT 
 

For those who love to cook, the food feeds their body, but it’s the making 
that feeds their soul. 

 
MARKETING CHALLENGE 
 

Standing for more than the mixer  
Over 100 years, KitchenAid has become synonymous with its famous 
stand mixer. Known and loved across countries and cultures[i]. It’s an 
icon in the kitchen, a darling of the design world, and even a tattoo on 
the bodies of the truly faithful. With this timeless cooking tool, 
KitchenAid has achieved a level of fame and adoration most brands can 
only dream of.  
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But the stand mixer’s celebrity status wasn’t helping KitchenAid grow the 
brand more holistically through the rest of its ever-expanding product 
lineup: from large appliances, like stoves and dishwashers, to other 
countertop tools, like coffee machines and even cookware. Though 
KitchenAid now makes almost everything “from fridge to frying pan,” a 
lag in awareness and lack of meaning beyond the stand mixer remains 
our big challenge[ii].  
 
Drowning in the sea of stainless  
Furthermore, we were chronically outspent by competitors across the 
appliance category[iii] (e.g. from Samsung and GE to Vitamix and 
Breville) constantly touting their latest innovation, which would, in the 
moment at least, often steal attention away from KitchenAid’s lesser 
known offerings.  
 
Defining our challenge  
Even without the competitive pressure, KitchenAid still lacked a 
distinctive, emotional positioning that would get the brand noticed, 
understood and remembered – not only for our most famous object, but 
also for everything we make.  
 
We needed a compelling story that was both more credible and far 
more meaningful to the people who mattered. We saw our challenge in 
two parts:  
 

1) Emotional – Strike an emotional chord and imbue the brand with 
meaning beyond the mixer. 

2) Rational – Open people’s eyes to the full portfolio, establishing 
KitchenAid as a kitchen brand, not a mixer brand. 

  
To do this we had to sharpen the brand foundations and find a creative 
strategy that could hold together a suite of integrated tactics across 
media, through the funnel, across brand and products, and, of course, 
over the long-term – an enduring platform for brand-building and 
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activation work that could connect with people at any stage of the 
journey. 

 
METHODOLOGY 
 

To identify the richest opportunity for the brand, we focused our research 
on four key dimensions: 1) the cultural context of cooking; 2) a deep and 
thorough consumer immersion; 3) the dynamics of the appliance 
category; and 4) the brand’s point of difference.  
 
Culture: Obsessing about food more but cooking less.  
Our macrotrend analysis[iv] showed that food culture was more popular 
and pervasive than ever before: chefs were idolized like rock stars, The 
Great British Bake Off topped the charts[v], and Instagrammed 
#foodporn was the latest form of social currency. But despite all things 
food eating up a larger chunk of the cultural conversation, we discovered 
that people were actually cooking less and less - and had been for 30 
years[vi].  
 
Consumer: It’s more than making a meal.  
Armed with a full market segmentation[vii] and the cultural tension, we 
knew our consumers well by the numbers but craved additional 
dimension and depth absent from the data. In search of some heart and 
soul, we recruited 30 cooks and bakers to complete online journals about 
their experiences in the kitchen. We invited the best ones to a series of 
“eat-nographies,” where they recreated the moments they wrote about 
for us.[vii]  
 
What we found was different from what was typical for home cooks. To 
these cooks, the kitchen was a place to make a lot more than a meal. It 
was a place to nourish their creativity, to hone their craft and to strive for 
better, dish by dish. Making food was more than something they did; it 
was a part of who they were. They came alive in the kitchen, and their 
connection to it was highly emotional, even transcendent. While the food 
they made fed their bodies, it was the making that fed their souls. 
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Though the context was very different, the unwavering dedication and 
ambition of our “makers” looked familiar to us. The passion they brought 
to their kitchens was the same as what we saw in an artist working in her 
studio; a DJ at his turntables; a designer making clothes. To truly 
understand them, we got out of the kitchen and talked to non-culinary 
makers[ix][x] to discover the motivations and barriers that drive the 
creative mindset.  
 
Category: Carving out a place among the competition.  
We pored over competitive communications and called out tired 
conventions we wanted to break. Most of the appliance category was 
either fighting a feature war or focusing on beautiful food as proof point 
of a product’s functionality. But no one was celebrating the people and 
their passion that make this creative space so interesting and special. 
That was our whitespace – and frankly, what KitchenAid was founded on 
a century ago, anyway.  
 
Brand: An opportunity hiding in plain sight.  
The research gave us a running start into a rich territory, but we still 
needed the brand to own this with credibility stemming from what people 
could experience with the products. Only with that product truth would 
the brand unlock the full potential residing behind the insight. A review of 
all the products, with engineers and designers at the company, revealed 
an opportunity hiding in plain sight: every appliance is purposefully 
designed with small details that make a big difference to the people who 
use them most. 

 
CREATIVE EXECUTION 
 

KitchenAid is a brand that’s truly Made for Makers – crafting products for 
those with the fervent belief that preparing food is not just a task to feed 
themselves and others, but also a way to feed their deep desire to create.  
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We landed on an idea that positioned the brand squarely as the choice of 
true makers, with the tagline reflecting that conviction: KitchenAid: The 
Mark of a Maker.  
 
The stories in execution shone a spotlight on many of the signs and 
signals of being a true maker. From oven burns on their hands to 
counters covered with dog-eared cookbooks, scrapbooks of recipes 
scribbled with notes for next time, and spices stacked with homemade 
labels...these “marks” are the telltale signs that set the passionate cooks 
apart from the obligated ones.  
 
Despite sharing a passion, we knew that every maker’s approach 
manifested itself a little differently. To drive toward a more personalized 
experience for people, we analyzed 50+ micro-audience profiles and 
found four primary “affinity groups” within the larger “passionate maker” 
segment. These were ripe for versioned content crafted to their different 
interests.  
 
Data-backed and insight-driven, we orchestrated a dynamic, personalized 
campaign, designed to connect with makers on three levels:  
 

• Heart – We developed brand-building print and more than a dozen 
videos highlighting insightful marks, designed to make an authentic 
connection during moments they’re pursuing their passion for 
cooking (e.g. reading cooking magazines) 

• Head – Our product advertising inspired in-market, lower funnel 
shoppers with compelling evidence of how each appliance offers 
thoughtful details uniquely made for makers. 

• Hands – Our social, CRM and events were designed experiences 
that gave makers something to do, putting engagement and the 
opportunity for participation at the center of every touchpoint. 
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BUSINESS RESULTS/LESSONS LEARNED 
 

Already starting to leave our “mark”  
Just a few months in, and we’re already seeing strong performance on 
our objectives:  

1) Strike an emotional chord and imbue the brand with meaning 
beyond the mixer… 

a. We saw 14% growth in “Joyful” social sentiment versus prior 
period (12pt lift, from 84% to 96%).[xi] 

b. We saw 9% growth in our key brand attribute “Made for 
people who love to cook” for those exposed to our advertising 
(4pt lift, from 45% to 49%).[xii] 

2) Open people’s eyes to the full portfolio, establishing KitchenAid as a 
kitchen brand, not a mixer brand…  

a. For large appliances - we saw 10% growth in Awareness (6pt 
lift, from 60% to 66%) and 22% growth in Consideration 
(12pt lift, from 54% to 66%) for those exposed to our 
advertising.[xiii] 

b. We’re also seeing 13.8% growth in market share for large 
appliances (.4pt lift, from 2.9% to 3.3%).[xiv] 

c. For small appliances - we saw 38% growth in Awareness 
(12pt lift, from 32% to 44%) and 4% growth in Consideration 
(3pt lift, from 70% to 73%) versus prior period.[xv]  
 

Our goal was to create distinctive, credible and meaningful work for 
KitchenAid. Though it’s early days, the campaign is already leaving its 
“mark” in the world and effectively getting the KitchenAid brand more 
noticed, understood and remembered for both long-term brand building 
and more effective activation.  
 
It’s started to elevate the brand to a badge of honor for those who love to 
cook, establishing KitchenAid as one of their many “marks of a maker”.  
 
But beyond the quantitative realm, our work is unifying brand marketing, 
sales and innovation teams around the world, and it set the foundation 
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for the first-ever global brand strategy and, hopefully, another 100 years 
of growth ahead.  
 

“I believe the time spent learning, discussing and workshopping the 
foundational brand strategy was a real differentiator in our approach 
as a team and set the stage for a great creative strategy. The team 
emerged from that process living and breathing the brand, fully 
aligned on what we were trying to accomplish. This set the stage for 
successful creative development.” 

- Christy Hoskins, Director, KitchenAid  
 

“The brand purpose and strategy elevates the brand beyond the 
product functionality and puts our Maker at the center of everything 
we do as a brand. This Maker-centric mindset is permeating our entire 
organization, well beyond the brand team, and creating a palpable 
energy.” 

- Jon Bellante, Global Marketing, KitchenAid 
 

 
[i] Brand Relevance Index, Prophet, June 2018  
[ii] Brand Health Tracker, Millward Brown, June 2018  
[iii] 2017-2018 Media Analysis, Small & Large Appliances  
[iv] Cultural Trend Presentation, Digitas, October 2015  
[v] “Great British Bake Off hands BBC clean sweep of top 10 most-viewed shows of 
2016,” The Telegraph, December 21, 2016 Link  
[vi] “The Slow Death of the Home Cooked Meal,” Washington Post, March 5, 2015 Link  
[vii] Whirlpool Consumer Segmentation, Millward Brown Vermeer, October 2014  
[viii] Passionate Connector Ethnography, Smith-Dahmer, October 2015  
[ix] Makers Outside The Kitchen, Digitas, April 2017  
[x] Passionate Maker Creative Mindset and Journey, Olson Zaltman, January 2019  
[xi] Crimson Hexagon Analysis, Q4 2018 - Q1 2019  
[xii] Adobe Ad Cloud Survey, Q2 2019  
[xiii] Millward Brown Digital Brand Lift Study, Q4 2018  
[xiv] Traqline, Q3 2018 - Q1 2019 (Products: [Dishwasher, Cooking Products: Free 
Standing Range, Cooking Products: Built In Range, Cooking Products: Wall Oven, 
Cooking Products: Cooktop, Refrigerator])  
[xv] Millward Brown Brand Health, December 2018 


